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In this paper, we present an efficient method for simulating highly
detailed large scale participating media such as the explosions
shown in figure 1. We capture this phenomena by simulating the
motion of particles in a fluid dynamics generated velocity field. A
novel aspect of this paper is the creation of highly detailed three-
dimensional turbulent velocity fields at interactive rates using a low
to moderate amount of memory. The key idea is the combination of
two-dimensional high resolution physically based flow fields with a
moderate sized three-dimensional Kolmogorov velocity field tiled
periodically in space. We also present a new technique for render-
ing the particles as a participating volume.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling; I.3.7
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
Ray Tracing;
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Although numerical simulations of natural phenomena such as
smoke, fire and water are now routinely used in the special effects
industry, some of the larger scale phenomena remain challenging.
For example, it is difficult to simulate the nuclear destruction of
an entire city with the level of detail necessary for a feature film.
Moreover, reference video footage tends to be of low quality and
resolution, so computer simulations of these phenomena are prefer-
able.

Previous method such as [Foster and Metaxas 1997; Stam 1999;
Fedkiw et al. 2001] can produce near real time results on small
grids and interactive results on moderate sized grids. However, on
very large grids of the scale 2000 D 2000 D 2000 these methods are
impractical. In fact, a grid of this size requires about 120GB of
memory just to store the density and velocity field as floats (and
twice that much for doubles), which is well beyond the capability
of a high end work station. And while large parallel computers may
be available to some, the algorithms tend to scale rather poorly.

Instead of using voxel grids defined throughout space, a more ef-
ficient use of memory can be obtained via particle methods. We are
not referring to the particles methods such as [Foster and Metaxas
1996; Foster and Fedkiw 2001; Enright et al. 2002] that still re-
quire a three-dimensional grid to store the velocity fields, but in-
stead methods that are grid independent such as Smoothed Parti-
cle Hydrodynamics (SPH), see e.g. [Gingold and Monaghan 1977;

Figure 1: Large scale explosions.

Desbrun and Cani 1996; Hadap and Magnenat-Thalmann 2001].
Unfortunately, the standard SPH approach can be rather expen-
sive when using a large number of particles, since one has to keep
track of the nearest neighbors and solve fluid equations for veloc-
ity and pressure. As an alternative, we advocate the integration
of noninteracting particles forward in time using a wind field that
does not require a large three-dimensional grid for its representa-
tion. Traditional methods (e.g. [Sims 1990; Wejchert and Hau-
mann 1991; Rudolf and Raczkowski 2000]) create wind fields us-
ing the superposition principle inherent to solutions of a simpli-
fied Laplace equation model, and then advect either particles or a
grid based density through these fields. We instead propose deriv-
ing a more realistic and detailed velocity field from a number of
two-dimensional fluid dynamics simulations that can be carried out
rather efficiently even for high levels of detail. Thus to obtain re-
sults on the scale of 2000 D 2000 D 2000, we only need to simulate
a few 2000 D 2000 grids saving about a factor of 2000 in both sim-
ulation time and memory. This reduces the amount of memory to
around 60 megabytes without sacrificing detail. Of course, we still
need to store the position of the particles but only those at an op-
tical depth that the render can “see”, i.e. since the particles don’t
interact, we don’t need the ones deep inside (or behind) a plume.
This is similar to the optimization of storing the particles only near
a water surface proposed in [Foster and Fedkiw 2001].

We also use a periodic spatial tiling of three-dimensional Kol-
mogorov spectrum, see e.g. [Stam and Fiume 1993; Lamorlette
and Foster 2002], in order to add more three-dimensional effects to
the simulation, and this requires another 24 megabytes of memory.
Both the two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) so-
lution and the Kolmogorov velocity field can be precomputed rather
quickly (just a few seconds per frame).

The particles are rendered using a view-dependent voxel-based
method that is efficient enough to allow sequences of several hun-
dred frames to be rendered overnight at resolutions of over 2000
pixels across while still including all the effects necessary for visual
realism. Details in the variation of density and illumination as small
as a single pixel are visible. The volume is motion blurred accord-
ing to both its motion and the camera motion. Direct illumination
of the volume by external light sources with correct shadowing is
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supported, as is incandescence. Diffuse scattering of light within a
participating medium is an important effect, and so this is simulated
as well.E F 1<G�HIAC;%?@.KJL;M1ON
Early approaches focused on the smoke’s density (mostly ignoring
velocity) [Gardner 1985; Perlin 1985; Ebert and Parent 1990; Sakas
1990], and detail was added using time animated solid textures.
[Stam and Fiume 1993] modeled random velocity fields using a
Kolmogorov spectrum, and [Stam and Fiume 1995] proposed an
advection-diffusion approach for densities composed of “warped
blobs” to model gaseous distortions by wind fields.

[Kajiya and von Herzen 1984] were the first to simulate the equa-
tions of fluid dynamics directly, and some two-dimensional models
were considered in [Yaeger and Upson 1986; Gamito 1995], but one
of the more significant works in three-dimensional simulations was
[Foster and Metaxas 1996; Foster and Metaxas 1997]. Since their
explicit time integration scheme limits the time step increasing the
computational cost, [Stam 1999] proposed an unconditionally sta-
ble method that uses a semi-Lagrangian advection scheme. [Fedkiw
et al. 2001] introduced the notion of a vorticity confinement [Stein-
hoff and Underhill 1994] to add more small scale rolling motions
to these simulations.

The compressible version of the Navier-Stokes equations can be
used to model explosions. For example, [Neff and Fiume 1999]
model and visualize the blast wave portion of an explosion based on
a blast curve approach, and [Yngve et al. 2000] modeled explosions
in air coupling their results to the brittle fracture model of [O’Brien
and Hodgins 1999]. Since solving the compressible equations re-
quires a very small time step, others have modeled fire (without
shock waves) using the incompressible version of the equations.
For example, [Nguyen et al. 2002] simulated fire using two phase
incompressible flow. Also, a very practical procedural model for
fire was proposed in [Lamorlette and Foster 2002].

Another large scale problem (but one that we do not pursue in
this paper) is the simulation of clouds. See for example, [Dobashi
et al. 2000] who used lattice gas solvers based on cellular automata,
and [Miyazaki et al. 2002] who used an approach similar to [Fedkiw
et al. 2001] including vorticity confinement.

There are several approaches to the problem of high-quality vol-
ume rendering, see e.g. [Brodlie and Wood 2001]. Early work
[Blinn 1982; Kajiya and von Herzen 1984] traced rays directly
through a set of spherical particles to render a volume defined in
this way. However, it is difficult to support the high albedo scat-
tering that occurs in an optically dense medium with this method.
An approach that makes the problem more tractable is surface ex-
traction [Wyvill et al. 1986; Lorensen and Cline 1987] where an
isosurface is found by thresholding the density function, and then
either rendered directly or tessellated and input into a standard ren-
derer. This offers good speed and the ability to render arbitrarily
small details efficiently, but it cannot easily model the true volu-
metric effects required.

Other work used a three-dimensional grid with density and/or
lighting information stored in each voxel, see e.g. [Levoy 1988;
Stam 1999; Fedkiw et al. 2001]. Isotropic scattering can be calcu-
lated by exchange of light between the voxels. The problem with
this method is that a large number of voxels are required to rep-
resent fine details in the volume particularly if features at varying
distances to the camera are visible in a perspective projection. This
means that the method generally has very high memory require-
ments, and is best suited to rendering volumes without detailed den-
sity or lighting variations.

Some recent work has used photon mapping [Jensen and Chris-
tensen 1998; Fedkiw et al. 2001] to simulate light transport in a
participating medium. This uses bidirectional ray tracing with a
structure of spatially sorted particles (photons) to store indirect il-

lumination. The method is general enough to handle both isotropic
and non-isotropic scattering and volume caustics. However, as the
resolution of the rendered image and the detail present in the density
of the volume and the lighting increases, the method becomes ex-
cessively memory and processor intensive. There is also no explicit
mechanism to store density, direct illumination or self-illumination,
although the method could be extended to do so.P Q A�RS?MTU3V0BAC; 9XW G�02Y/;>=Z\[C] ^`_`a2bdc6egf$h2ikjlema6ion2p/qriks a6f�tvu�hBjwjleyxop hKz6pma{_
We model the smoke’s velocity, u |~} u � v � , with the two-
dimensional incompressible Euler equations [Landau and Lifshitz
1998]

∇ � u | 0 (1)

ut | ��} u � ∇ � u � ∇p � f (2)

where p is the pressure of the gas, and f accounts for the external
forces. Note that we have arbitrarily set the constant density of the
fluid to one. Equation 2 is solved by first computing an interme-
diate velocity u � ignoring the pressure term, and then adding the
pressure correction term using u | u � � ∆t∇p where the pressure
is found by solving ∇2 p | ∇ � u �d� ∆t. We use a semi-Lagrangian
stable fluids approach to find the intermediate velocity u � and solve
the linear system of equations for the pressure using a precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient method. See [Stam 1999; Fedkiw et al.
2001] for the details.

The smoke’s temperature and density are passively convected
by the velocity field, Tt |��!} u � ∇ � T and ρt |���} u � ∇ � ρ , and
thus both can be solved for using the semi-Lagrangian stable flu-
ids method. Heavy smoke tends to fall downwards due to gravity
while hot gases tend to rise due to buoyancy. Although we don’t
account for the temperature in the simulation (only using it for ren-
dering), the external buoyancy force is directly proportional to the
density, fbuoy |K� αρz where z |�} 0 � 1 � points in the upward verti-
cal direction and α is positive constant with appropriate units.

Nonphysical numerical dissipation damps out interesting flow
features, and we use vorticity confinement (see [Steinhoff and Un-
derhill 1994; Fedkiw et al. 2001; Nguyen et al. 2002]) to generate
the swirling effects. First the vorticity ω | ∇ D u is identified as
the (“paddle-wheel”) source of this small scale structure, and then
normalized vorticity location vectors, N | ∇ �ω � �{�∇ �ω ��� that point
from lower to higher concentrations of vorticity are constructed.
The magnitude and direction of the vorticity confinement force is
computed as fcon f | εh } N D ω � where ε � 0 and is used to control
the amount of small scale detail added back into the flow, and the
dependence on the grid size h guarantees that the physically cor-
rect solution is obtained as the mesh is refined. Figure 2 shows the
results of a two-dimensional simulation.

Figure 2: Density contours from a two-dimensional simulation.Z\[g� qCi2�4h2udt�a�pmnv��ema6i
After generating a few two-dimensional velocity fields (with den-
sity and temperature), we define a three-dimensional velocity field
via interpolation. Traditional methods created wind fields using the
superposition principle inherent to solutions of a simplified Laplace
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equation model, and then advected either particles or a grid based
density through these fields. More recently there has been a surge of
CFD algorithms, e.g. [Foster and Metaxas 1997; Stam 1999; Fed-
kiw et al. 2001; Nguyen et al. 2002] arising as competing methods.
While wind field methods are much faster than their CFD coun-
terparts, the CFD algorithms produce highly detailed and realis-
tic flow fields. Thus, we propose using the two-dimensional ver-
sions of these CFD algorithms as two-dimensional cross-sections
of flow fields in three-dimensional space, and define interpolation
methods to fill in the empty regions between these two-dimensional
cross-sections. That is, we piece together velocity fields in three-
dimensional physical space with the aid of interpolation, as opposed
to piecing together analytic flow fields in solution space as is typical
for the traditional wind field methods. Many of the benefits of both
approaches are retained. For example, there is no need to solve the
Navier Stokes equations in three spatial dimensions. Only very ef-
ficient two-dimensional simulations are needed, and thus the bottle
neck is the particle advection for both our method and the tradi-
tional wind field approach. Moreover, we obtain highly detailed
physically based velocity fields from full, but two-dimensional,
Navier-Stokes simulations removing the need for guessing how to
piece together traditional wind field flow fields in solution space to
obtain the desired look.

For simplicity, suppose that we begin with two separate (but sim-
ilar) two-dimensional computations and place them side by side in
three-dimensional space as shown on the left hand side of figure 3.
Then the velocity field (and temperature and density) at a point P is
defined using linear interpolation between the two closest points as
shown in the figure. In general, these closest points will not lie ex-
actly on two-dimensional grid points, so linear interpolation is used
to find an appropriate value. Interpolation is carried out in time as
well, i.e. the two-dimensional solutions are cached once per frame,
and subframe values are defined at the closest points using linear in-
terpolation in time. Although one cannot readily define flow fields
throughout all of space using this method, the participating media
phenomena we are concerned with usually lie in a finite region.

P O1

O = 0

O0
P

Figure 3: Parallel interpolation (side view) and cylindrical in-
terpolation (top view), respectively.

There are many variants on this method, e.g. one could place
the two-dimensional solutions in more creative ways, use different
methods for interpolation, etc. The right hand side of figure 3 shows
a top view of two planes tiled in a cylindrical fashion, and here the
interpolation is carried out by finding the closest points along an
arc of constant radius from the vertical axis. This variant is espe-
cially useful for the many phenomena that have approximate ax-
ial symmetry. For example, to generate a three-dimensional smoke
plume, we calculate a number of similar (but slightly different) two-
dimensional plumes, cut each one in half, and tile them in a circle
at varying θ locations. Then the interpolation illustrated in figure 3
is carried out using the two solutions slices that a point happens to
fall in between. Note that one could use the axisymmetric Navier
Stokes equations here as well, but we have found this unnecessary
especially since a number of lower dimensional calculations are re-
quired either way to provide a degree of variance from one tile to

the next.Z\[gZ �%a�pyf$ak�6avu:ao���It6h{s���ud�6f
Since we build a three-dimensional velocity field from two-
dimensional solutions of Navier-Stokes equations, it is desirable
to add a fully three-dimensional component to the velocity field.
This is accomplished using a Kolmogorov spectrum which was de-
scribed in detail in [Stam and Fiume 1993] and used in many ap-
plication, e.g. to model fire in [Lamorlette and Foster 2002]. We
also note that the Kolmogorov technique is similar to the Phillips
spectrum techniques used by [Tessendorf 2002] to simulate water
waves on oceans.

The main idea is to use random numbers to construct an energy
spectrum in Fourier space that subsequently determines the struc-
ture of the velocity field. There are a wide variety of different mod-
els in the turbulence literature, but the most popular is probably the
Kolmogorov energy spectrum

Ph } k �k|�� 0 i f k � kinertial
1 � 5ε

2
3 k � 5

3 otherwise

where energy introduced at frequency kinertial is propagated to
higher frequencies at a constant rate ε . After constructing an en-
ergy spectrum in Fourier space, one enforces the divergence free
condition and uses and inverse FFT to obtain a velocity field full of
small scale eddies. See [Stam and Fiume 1993] for more details.

Since the velocity field is periodic, a single grid can be used as a
tiling of all of space. Moreover, one can use two grids of different
sizes to increase the period of repetition to the least common mul-
tiple of their lengths alleviating visually troublesome spatial repeti-
tion (although this is a minor point for us since we blend the Kol-
mogorov velocity field with our non-periodic fluid dynamics gen-
erated velocity field). We also fill the time domain by constructing
a few Kolmogorov velocity fields, assigning each one to a different
point in time, and linearly interpolating between them at interme-
diate times. In practice, two spectrums are usually enough and we
alternate between them every 24 frames. Finally, at any point in
space and time, we define the total velocity field as a linear combi-
nation of the Kolmogorov field and the wind field constructed from
the two-dimensional fluid dynamics simulations.Z\[�� �VnBu���emsBp h�� c��Bh{s �we�a6i
Now that we have a definition of our flow field at every point of
interest in three spatial dimensions, we can passively advect par-
ticles through the flow using xt | u where x is the particle po-
sition. If desired, copies of two-dimensional flow fields and the
three-dimensional Kolmogorov velocity field can be distributed to
multiple machines where particles can be passively evolved with
no intercommunication requirements. This allows one to generate
an incredibly large numbers of particles, although we have found
that even one processor can generate enough particles to move the
bottleneck to the rendering stage.

There are many advantages to using particles to represent the
flow field. For example, one can rapidly visualize the results of
a calculation by simply drawing points at every particle location,
density and temperature fields can be interpolated from the two-
dimensional grids to the particle locations and stored there for sub-
sequent rendering, and both an orientation and an angular velocity
can be evolved with each particle to provide additional information
(such as an evolving coordinate system, see e.g. [Szeliski and Ton-
nesen 1992]) for the rendering stage.¡ ¢*G 9 =MGM14A 9I£
In order to alleviate the memory difficulties associated with map-
ping all the particles to a large three-dimensional voxel grid for
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rendering, we use a truncated pyramid shaped grid aligned with the
view frustum, i.e. each voxel is a small truncated pyramid. This
offers several advantages. As the grid is aligned with the pixels of
the image, aliasing artifacts are greatly reduced. Features near the
camera are automatically resolved with the appropriate higher level
of detail. The resolution of the grid can be relatively low in the
axis perpendicular to the view plane resulting in a smaller grid with
a corresponding reduction in memory use and render time. Note
that in addition to the particle densities, the voxel grid also stores
the total radiance (sum of direct illumination, incandescence and
scattered light). The direct illumination and incandescence are cal-
culated first, and then diffuse scattering of light within the volume
is simulated.��[C] �VnBu���emsBp h¤��nof�top�egik�
The first step in rendering the volume defined by the particles is
to sample the particle density onto the frustrum shaped voxel grid.
This can be done in many ways depending on the application, but
we sample each particle as one or more ellipsoids. Each ellipsoid
is assigned a radius on each axis of its particles local coordinate
system, and has a density at a point x in the local coordinate system
given by D } x �o| 1 � f } 1 � s � 1 �d� x � � r � where 0 ¥ s ¥ 1 is a softness
factor, r is the particle radius, and f is defined as

f } a � b � t ��|§¦¨ © 0 i f t ¥ a
1 i f t ª b� 2 « t � a

b � a ¬ 3 � 3 « t � a
b � a ¬ 2 i f a � t � b

�
A turbulence function is used to modulate the density function to
add extra detail [Perlin 1985]. We also use motion blur to sample
the ellipsoids onto the voxel grid according to the relative motion
between the corresponding particle and the camera.��[g� 2e �\®2��egi2�°¯Ka�c�hvp
The transfer of light in a participating medium is described by
[Chandrasekhar 1960]. For a medium that emits light, we can ex-
press the change in radiance at a point x as [Jensen and Christensen
1998]:

∂L } x � ω �
∂x

| σaLe } x � ω �O� σt L } x � ω �w� σs ±
4π

p } x � ω � ω ²U� L } x � ω ²g� dω ²
where p } x � ω � ω ² � is a phase function that describes how much of
the light at point x from direction ω is scattered in the direction ω ² .
This equation is in general difficult to solve. However, in the case
of a high albedo medium, it can be shown that that the scattering
becomes effectively isotropic and can be modeled as a diffusion
process [Stam and Fiume 1995; Jensen et al. 2002].

Direct illumination of the volume is calculated at each voxel that
has a non-zero density by tracing rays to each light source in the
scene to calculate attenuation of the incoming light. The light from
the source is attenuated as the ray is traced through the voxel grid
using the method described in section 4.3 below. The volume can
also be incandescent, and this is simulated by treating each particle
as a small blackbody radiator that illuminates the surrounding vox-
els. The radius and shape of the illumination function is based on
the density function of the particle and we allow the user explicit
control over the mapping from blackbody temperature to color val-
ues. The self-illumination is then accumulated with the direct ex-
ternal illumination stored in the voxels.

Having stored illumination values at each voxel, we then simu-
late isotropic light scattering as diffusion. We use a simple but ef-
ficient method that assumes that light is scattered from each voxel
uniformly in all directions, and attenuated exponentially with opti-
cal distance as in equation 3 (below). Since a high albedo medium
can scatter light over large distances, we accelerate this using a hi-
erarchical method [Jensen and Buhler 2002].

Figure 4: Nuclear explosion.��[gZ ³@n�´K¯µnBu:sv®oegik�
The volume is rendered by tracing rays from the camera through
the voxel grid. As the voxel grid is aligned with the view frustum,
ray traversal is extremely efficient (just incrementing an index). We
accumulate color and opacity, where an opacity of 0 corresponds
to zero attenuation, and an opacity of 1 corresponds to complete
attenuation. The opacity of a voxel centered at point x is calculated
as a | 1 � exp }�� τD } x � dz � where D } x � is the density of the voxel,
dz is the depth of the voxel in the direction of the ray and τ is a
constant that controls the conversion from density to opacity. We
accumulate opacity along the ray by

An ¶ 1 | An � a } 1 � An �d� (3)

An advantage of ray tracing in this direction is that the trace can
be terminated as soon as full opacity }·�-� 999 � is reached, and this
happens relatively early for many of the phenomena that we are in-
terested in. At each point we also accumulate the illuminated color
of the volume, weighted by the opacity calculated as above. This is
Cn ¶ 1 | Cn � a } 1 � An � I } x � where I } x � is the stored illumination at
the voxel. This gives us a correctly premultiplied image which can
be directly composited over other elements in the scene.¸ ¢*GV.k?MTy0 .
We have run all of our simulations on a Pentium4 2.2GHz or
comparable machine. Figure 1 shows a large explosion obtained
by advecting a few million particles through a flow field con-
structed from two dimensional 250 D 250 grid cell simulations and
a 128 D 128 D 128 Kolmogorov grid. The simulation times were
a few seconds per frame for both the two-dimensional simulations
and the Kolmogorov spectrum, but the particle advection took an
average time of about two minutes per frame since we used as
many as 6 million particles. Figure 4 is characteristic of an even
larger scale nuclear explosion, and we increased the resolution of
the two dimensional simulations to about 500 D 500 grid cells which
still simulated in less than 10 seconds per frame. (We tried two-
dimensional simulations as large as 2000 D 2000 grid cells, and the
computational cost was only about two minutes per frame.) Both
the size of the Kolmogorov grid and the number of particles were
approximately the same as in the first example. Note that this ex-
ample uses one radially interpolated set of velocity fields for the
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large plume and another for the ground elements. Rendering times
for all simulations ranged from 5-10 minutes per frame.¹ º ; 9 5�T»?/.{AC; 9 .¼3 9 =§½M?I02?¾1<G¿JL;M1ON
In this paper, we modeled large scale phenomena using the combi-
nation of a few highly detailed two-dimensional flow fields and a
moderate sized three-dimensional Kolmogorov velocity field. This
technique is a few orders of magnitude more efficient than fully
three-dimensional fluid dynamics calculations, and thus can obtain
a level of detail unattainable using those methods.

It is easy to sculpt and control flow fields in two spatial dimen-
sions, since the results can often be obtained in real or interactive
time. Moreover, one can create a library of two-dimensional sim-
ulations complete with the parameters used to generate them, and
then an animator can more easily choose a starting point for con-
structing future simulations.

We also described a view-dependent rendering method that is
particularly efficient for rendering large detailed volumes from a
particular perspective viewpoint. As future work, it might be inter-
esting to combine this view dependent technique with the photon
mapping method.¢*G�À4GÁ1<G 9 5�GV.
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